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Conceptual, Traditional 
And New Media Training Needs: 

A Study of County 
Extension Agent Perceptions 

by Clifford W. Scherer 
and Steve Masiclat 

This study examines the extent to which county Extension agents perceive 
their need lor training in three broad areas-traditional media, new media, 
and conceptual areas. While the impact of the new communication 
technologies on Extension's internal information delivery system has been 
dramatic, Extension's publics also are reacting to changes in other delivery 
systems such as cable' television, computers, and VCRs. The changing infor
mation environment in which agents currently operate suggests that our tradi
tional communication training efforts may need to be modified. This study 
found that agents appear to be aware of these changing needs, and rank 
the need for traditional media training considerably lower than their perceived 
need for communication training in either new media such as desktop 
publishing, or conceptual areas such as communication planning and 
strategies. 

The work of Cooperative Extension agents is complex, not only in subject 
matter content, but in the wide range of knowledge and skills needed to 
accomplish their goals successfully. Extension's mission of bringing infor
mation from research laboratories to the public requires creative, multi
disciplinary approaches. 

The use of mass media always has been an important part of an agent's 
outreach activities. However, agents are seldom required to have a back
ground in communication strategies and skills, and, only occasionally, are 
they provided in-depth training in these needed skills. Like other professionals, 
Extension agents need to update skills and knowledge as they grow in their 
jobs and responsibilities. 

Changes in information systems impact on Extension's ability to deliver 
education programs to client audiences. Twenty or so years ago, for exam
ple, it was common to have Extension programs on local TV stations, even 
in metropolitan areas (Scherer, 1985). As this medium became more com
petitive, Extension gradually lost much ofits former access. In addition, as 
cable systems invaded market areas, bringing distant TV stations to local areas 
and offering increased viewing opportunities to audiences, these same 
audiences have become even more fragmented. Similar changes in access 
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Services and Cornell Cooperative Extension. 
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have occurred with radio and newspapers. Other new communication 
technologies such as computers and video cassette recorders are influencing 
the way by which people get and use information. 

Perhaps just as important, new communication technologies have influ
enced Extension's internal delivery systems-from centralized computer in
formation systems, and office desktop publishing opportunities, to locally 
produced video cassettes. Because these changes in technology affect land
grant information delivery systems, it is logical to assume that agents' percep
tions of their needed communication skills and abilities also are changing. 

To what extent, for example, do agents feel a continuing need for com
munication training in skills related to the traditional media? Have new com
munication techno]ogiescreated a need fortraining in some areas of the new 
media such as computers, desktop publishing. or video cassette production? 
Have these shifts in infonnation delivery methods made agents more sen
sitive to conceptual areas such as communication planning and strategy or 
media selection ? While one can argue that agents need continued training 
in all areas of communication, limited budgets and time schedules require 
that choices be made. Thus, these choices should be for training in high prior
ity areas. 

Unfortunately, in trying to address these questions, the lim ited research 
in the area makes comparison with other studies impossible. With more than 
12,000 county Extension agents nationwide (Warner and Cilristenson, 1984) 
the lack of published literature in this area is surprising. Few studies have 
been conducted, or at least few studies l1ave been publi shed. It would seem 
tl1at training agents to more effectively communicate educational informa
tion to aud iences would be an important training and research activity. 

Method 

To help understand how new communication technologies have affected 
CorneJl Extension's information delivery structure, part of a major study of 
Cornell Cooperative Extension agents was designed to gather information 
on perceived communication training needs. Agents were asked the extent 
to which they believed training was needed in 10 areas of communication. 
Five focused on currently-used, traditional communication methods: writing, 
photography, newsletter layout and design, radio, procludion, and meetings. 
Three areas focused on new media-computers, video, and desktop 
publishing-and two focused on conceptual skill areas-media selection, and 
communication planning and strategy. 

Mail questionnair~ were used to collect the data in the spring of 1987. 
The initial letter to agents was accompanied by a letter from the director of 
Extension encouraging agents to participate in the study. Two follow-up mail
ings were made. A total of 312 agents, or 66"1.. of those contacted, reslX'nded. 
Thirty-eight percent of the agents worked in agriculture, 35% in human 
ecology, 17% were youth agents and 9% represented other areas such as 
Sea Grant agents. 

Results 

figure 1 presents a summary of the fi ndings. Overall, agents fee l that they 
need more communiGition training in both new media and conceptual areas 
as opposed to traditional media skills. Perhaps, what is most surprisi ng is 
the consistency of results. All new media and conceptual training areas 
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outranked all traditional media training areas in terms of perceived training 
need. Only photography received ratings nearly as high. 

The highest training needs, in the rank order reported by agents, are: (1 ) 
computer, (2) communication planning and strategies, (3) video, (4) desktop 
publishing, and, (5) media selection. If high and moderate needs are com
bined the rati ngs change only slightly, with photography moving to fourth 
instead of sixth place. 

Agents ranked microcomputer use as the type of training they need most. 
Fully 25% of the respondents considered learning to use microcomputers 
a high priority, and an additional 44% said it was a moderately high need. 
Thirty-one percent said it was either a low need or no need at all. This trend 
appears uniform across all subject specialties and ages, and was supported 
by a consensus that microcomputers hold great jX)tCntial for agents. Generally, 
agents who most desired training in microcomputer use also tended to feel 
less comfortable using a computer and could see greater potential for its use 
in Extension. While train ing in microcomputers may be outside the tradi
tional domain of communication or editorial offices, one can effectively argue 
that computers are, at least in part, a communication tool, and thus com
munication specialists should be involved in some way with such agent train
ing. Computers can be used to deliver news stories to the media, manage 
newsletter mailing lists, produce quality visuals, and many other communica
tion activities. 

Communication planning and strategy was the second highest training need 
area. Fifty-three percent reported training was needed in this area, with 19% 
expressing a high need and 34% a moderate need. Several communication 
specialists have argued for some time that it is strategy, not just technique, 
that is the most important and significant area for trai ning (Kern, 1978: Evans, 
1985). It is reassuring that agents also appear to recognize the importance 
of planning and strategy in their communication efforts. 
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Video production ranked third with 18% of agents indicating a high need 
for training and an. additional 41 % indicating moderate need. Human ecology 
and 4-H/youth agents were most interested in video training. This may be 
a function of the type of audience these agents are trying to reach as well 
as the content requirements of the messages they need to deliver to this 
audience. 

Agents who want video training tend to believe that counties should pro
duce their own videotapes and that they must be of high visual production 
quality. Whether county agents should do video production is, of course, 
an important policy question, but one that will not be addressed here. 

Desktop publishing tied with media selection for fourth and fifth places. 
Thirteen percent of agents reported a high need for training for both. An ad
ditional 25% of agents expressed moderate training need to learn desktop 
publishing. Sea Grant agents were the most interested, perhaps, because of 
limited publications available for their use. 

In addition, those agents who owned home microcomputers were more 
likely to report a need for desktop publishing training. In fact, the greater 
the potential perceived by an agent that microcomputers have in positively 
influencing information delivery to clients, the more likely he or she was 
to desire training in desktop publishing. 

Channel selection strategies ranked fourth/fifth out of the 10 categories 
of training needs with 13% of the respondents indicating a strong interest 
in receiving this type of training and 24% indicating a moderate need. 

Interest in media channel selection generally was shared by agents in all 
subject specialties, but was considered a higher priority by older agents rather 
than younger ones. This may suggest that agents who have been on the job 
longer tend to become more sensitive to their communication needs and 
have a better understanding of the role of delivery channels in successful 
communication. 

Photography was ranked sixth, just ahead of writing in the overall list of 
subjects. While it was not a high priority need, those that did express a need 
for photography training tended to be either 4.H/youth or human ecology 
agents. Overall, only 9% of the agents indicated strong interest in this type 
of training. 

Writing, design, meetings, and radio production finished in a virtual dead 
heat for last place, with only 6 or 7% of agents indicating high training needs 
in these areas. It is surpriSing, for example, that writing was ranked so low. 
Writin& after all, is the foundation of most media production. However, most 
agents either do not perceive the importance of writing in the preparation 
of written materials for all media, or they believe that their writing skil ls already 
are adequate. No study could be located that assessed agent writing skills, 
so any assessment must be left to future research. It is heartening to note, 
however, that new agents rate their needs for writing training higher than 
did other agents. 

Organizing and conducting meetings also was low on the list of needed 
communication training. On one hand, this finding is surprising because only 
31 % of agents reported that meetings and workshops they organize are as 
effective as they could be. Virtually all agents reported using meetings as 
a delive!)' method, and reported spending an average of more than 20 hours 
a week either preparing for or conducting meetings. However, this familiarity 
with the use of meetings may suggest to the agents that their use of meetings 
is adequate and that other, more pressing training needs should be addressed 
first. 
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Conclusions 

What the.se findings suggest is that agents appear to be sensitive to the struc
tural communication and audience changes currently emerging in Extension. 
They appear to feel most inadequate in using the new media, and with the 
conceptual areas of communication planning and strategies and media selec
tion. Whether they are adequately prepared to deal with the more traditional 
media such as radio production or writing, however, remains an unanswered 
but important question. If agents are not prepared with basic communica
tion skills such as writing, though, providing training in new media methods 
may be futile. 

Because we have no baseline from which to judge the results of this study, 
it is difficult to assess the extent to which New York agents may be unique 
in their training needs. As leaders in communication, we must be aware of 
these changing needs for training and be sensitive not only to those needs 
of our ageFlts, but also to the changing technologies and audience patterns. 
If we conduct our training programs based on our limited world view of what 
is needed, we may, in fact, miss our target and be guilty of what we so often 
tell others to do-know your audience. 
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The Alabama Vegetable Gardener, a regularly circulated publication 
Auburn University Alabama Cooperative Extension Service, was awarded Superior recognition among popular publications in the 1988 ACE Critique and Awards Program. The entry was submitted by ACE member Jean Johnson, Extension technical writer. The publication also rec;eived an Ex· cellent rating in the Graphic Design category as submitted by Johnson and ACE member Romaine Crockett, information specialist, art, at Auburn. 
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